We might want to use a
more Passovery picture.
Maybe a tree?

Passover
Hagaddah
2012/1433

Use Jewish (not Islamic)
calendar.

Dear Friend,
Happy Passover!
Since we last gathered around the seder table, Palestinian Freedom
Riders attempted to board Jewish-only buses in the West Bank to reach
Jerusalem, a second flotilla of international human rights activists attempted to break the siege of Gaza, and the spirit of Tunisia and Tahrir
square continued to spread around the world, birthing the Occupy
movement in this country.
Sure, the first two of these were just transparent co-optations of genuine
movements for human rights and freedom. And, OK, the Arab Spring
worried us at first, but now seems to have gotten onto a better track.
But the key to all of these historic events is not the issues or people involved, but how they help us define our own self-mythology. And what
could be a better way to continue that project than by leveraging the
work and ceremony of countless generations who have come before us, men and women who articulated principles of faith
and reason we cannot hope to understand, even if we were the least bit interested in them (beyond
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making our contemporary political positions seem weighty and moored in tradition).

Rasputin, but maybe we
should use a photo of a
Like Moses and his family, the leadership team of Jewish Voice for Peace, knows what’s what. But we do not derive our
girl instead?
wisdom from the alleged speech and writing of an unseen God. Rather, it comes from our connection
to “The People,” the
men and women of Tahrir Square, the crew of the Mavi Marmara, the countless students across the nation who found the
courage to interrupt Israeli speakers to ensure that only our words – not theirs – get heard. It is in support of these friends
and allies that we gather around the seder table, that and the ability to use words such as “solidarity,” “healing,” “resilience”
and “justice” even more than we usually do in what passes for normal conversation at those endless Jewish Voice for Peace
steering committee meetings.
Where was I? Oh yes, ourselves.
To think about everything Jewish Voice for Peace has accomplished over the last year is to realize how piddling the events
laid out in Exodus seem today. JVP members were at the forefront of US support for all and sundry flotillas and flytillas, BDS projects (such as our historic TIAA-CREF campaign), not to mention efforts to co-opt the Occupy movement to
ensure its headless “leaders” understood support for our narrow partisan positions was a mandate from heaven itself. Sure
the flotilla was an even bigger flop than our divestment projects. And yes, the cops kicked the Occupiers out of Oakland
(and everywhere else) once our demands on them helped discredit the movement in its entirety. But the point is not the
success of our efforts, or any consequence others had to pay for them. Rather, this is a story about us.
Which is why all four glasses of wine at tonight’s ceremony will be in celebration of ourselves, our achievements and our
self image as we imagine ourselves to be stepping into the shoes of Moses, that great ancient Palestinian leader, whose immortal words “Let my people leave!” ring out to us from across the ages.
Onward to libation!
Rabbi Harvey Corman
JVP Director of Campaigns
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The Seder

I got these from Wikipe-

Kadesh – Sanctification of the gathering dia. Does they ring a bell
with anyone?
First cup of wine: L’chayim to ourselves!
Ur’chatz – Washing hands before eating green vegetables
Karpas – Eating a piece of vegetable dipped in salt water
Yachatz – Breaking the middle matzah
Maggid - Telling of the story
Second cup of wine: L’chayim to ourselves again!
Rach’tzah - Washing hands before eating matzah
Motzi – Blessing over matzah as food
Matzah – Blessing over matzah as a special mitzvah
Maror – Eating the bitter herbs
Korech – Eating a sandwich of haroset & bitter herbs
Shulchan orech – Eating the festive meal
Tzafun – Eating the afikomen
Barech – Grace after meals
Third cup of wine:
L’chayim to the BDS Movement!
14. Hallel – Praise
Fourth cup of wine: L’chayim to
ourselves AND our obsessions!
15. Nirtzah – Conclusion
Very funny guys! How
about a slightly more
positive image about
Arab-Jewish relations?

Holy crap! I just realized this whole story is about Egypt.
We need to do something on this page to make sure every knows we’re not
talking about enlightened contemporary Egypt, or using the distant past to
make any kind of statement on contemporary politics.
Can someone maybe photoshop the two pictures below together? Just an
idea...

The Seder Plate

For position only.

Milkshake kind of
strained (and won’t fit on
the plate). Try olives.

Candle Lighting
At your table, light your candles together.
TOGETHER:

Blah, blah, blah...

Baruch atah Adonai eloheynu melech ha’olam asher kidshanu
b’mitzvotav
v’tzivanu
l’hadlik ner shel yom tov pesach b’zman
Boring, boring,
boring...
cherutaynu.
We should probably include some Hebrew here somewhere.
If weiscan’t
find itof
online,
my cousin’s
Bar
Mitzvah
Blessed
the spirit
freedom
in whose
honor
we program
kindle the
has
some
Hebrew
letters
we
can
probably
cut
and
paste.
lights of this holiday, Passover, the season of Freedom.

Add Hebrew Here

Shehechianu
This blessing is recited when we do something for the first time. We recite now for the unique
gathering of people here and in honor of tonight as the last night of Passover 5771.
More boring...

TOGETHER:

BTW - Can someone double check the photo above to make sure it doesn’t include “Settlement
Baruch
atah adonai eloheinu melech ha’olam shehechianu v’kiamanu v’higianu lazman hazeh.
Candles”?

Blessed is the Eternal for giving us life, for sustaining us and for bringing us to this time.

Add Hebrew Here

Social Action Blessing
A blessing to mark the purpose of our gathering —to strengthen
our commitment to together pursue justice.
“Peace for Israel means security, and we must stand with all our
might to protect its right to exist, its territorial integrity. I see
Israel as one of the great outposts of democracy in the world, and
a marvelous example of what can be done, how desert land can be
transformed into an oasis of brotherhood and democracy. Peace for
Israel means security and that security must be a reality.
— Martin Luther King Jr., March 25, 1968
Who’s the old guy on the
Use story
different
King
Tonight we have a powerful group of people, gathering around this table telling the Exodus
as one
wayquote
to
left? Crop him out (also
gain a deeper understanding of oppression and refuel our work for liberation in our time. While JVP focuses on
flip image horizontally).
peace and justice in the Middle East, we are involved in many struggles, in our local communities and around
the world, all intersecting and inseparable.
At this seder we have a participants involved in many different facets of the struggle for justice and liberation.
Before we say a blessing for social justice, we invite everyone here to share campaigns they are involved in, issues
they are working on, struggles they feel passionately connected to. We know that all of our disparate work is but
different parts of the same struggle for healing and justice. Participants share struggles they are involved in.
Just don’t mention Syria.

Double check if we need
another prayer here.

Kadesh: The first cup of wine
L’chayim to ourselves
“…Education is where we decide whether we love our children enough not to expel them from our world and leave
them to their own devices, not to strike from their hands their chance of undertaking something new, something
unforeseen by us, but to prepare them in advance for the task of renewing a common world.”
– Hannah Arendt, 1968
Pretty good quote huh? And Arendt is even Jewish! (I think.) Anyway, we raise this first glass of wine to ourselves, the members, colleagues (and I mean this in a purely gender-neutral way) brethren of the Jewish Voice for
Peace Cooperative and Understanding Leadership Team (or CULT). Who else embodies the Jewish textual
tradition we don’t actually understand since none of us reads Hebrew? Who else can use terms like “primary
text” in a sentence while keeping a straight face? Who else deserves a sacred toast with consecrated grape more
than us, recipients of our own blessing from this first glass of Chanukah wine!
Passover, not Chanukah.

Very empowering, Cecile, but I don’t think the
“Ten Plagues” portion of the serivce is meant
as a time to call down curses upon people.

The Ten Plagues

Redo this section...

I am the Dark Queen, Mistress of the All-Powerful Phoenix Force! I am Hera and Medea, twin mothers of vengeance and doom. I am Shiva, Gender-Neutral Destroyer of Worlds! I am BDS! I am Justice.
And I call upon the dark powers of the universe to visit ten plagues upon those Zio-Nazis who stand in the way
of a world of unspecified perfection, a world where whatever Omar Barghoti tells us is our non-negotiable demand for the week represents not just international law, but the law of nature itself!

The Ten Plagues of BDS
As we read each of the ten plagues, spill a bit of wine out of your cup onto your neighbor’s
crotch, symbolizing the awesome mother-power of menstruation.
1.

Meg Ryan canceling her vacation plans

The pixie-like actress, known for her fine performance in Joe vs. the Volcano and the voice talent behind several
episodes of The Simpsons and Captain Planet, made a heroic stand to join the “cultural intifada,” leading to other
performers such as Elton John, Paul Simon and Bono ignoring our demands that they do the same.
2.

Several strange women smearing mud on themselves in front of a department store

While we have not been able to prevent Israeli products
like Ahava and SodaStream from going mainstream
at major US retailers, nothing has prevented us from
showing up at one of those hundreds of retail outlets,
taking our clothes off and rubbing mud all over ourselves to demonstrate something or other (or at least
generate photos for our Facebook pages).
3.
A food coop near Seattle no longer selling
Israeli ice cream cones
“The Little Coop that Could” showed that it could pass
a boycott resolution without letting any of its members
know a vote was taking place, it could maintain the boycott in the face of outrage by people who have been part
of the organization for years, and it could stand as an
inspiration to every other coop in the land of why they
should avoid following Olympia’s lead at all cost.

4.

An unknown number of TIAA-CREF participants sign our TIAA-CREF petition

Over 24,000 people, some of whom may actually be TIAA-CREF members, signed our petition calling on TIAACREF to actually do what we just pretended they did in 2010: divest from the Jewish state. While so far our calls
have been politely ignored by retirement fund honchos, we anticipate getting them to actually say the words“fuck
off ” sometime during the coming lunar year.
5.

Students at a over two colleges protesting the sale of hummus made in New Jersey

Why boycott Sabra hummus made in the US? Well, they are partly owned by an Israeli food conglomerate. And
that Israeli food conglomerate actually provides gift packages to EEEVVVVIIILLLL Israeli soldiers, including the
Golani Brigade which in 1973 violated the human rights of Syrian soldiers by not allowing them to drive tanks
across the Israeli border.
6.

Over one-hundred BDS fans gathering in Philadelphia to celebrate themselves

PennBDS, the biggest gathering of BDS activists since the last one, spent an entire weekend firing up the troops
while striking indignant poses because not enough people were paying attention to them. Follow up from that
meeting includes planning to have more meetings to talk about the same subjects.
7.
An investment fund somewhere in Norway selling over a thousand shares of some stock related to
Israel
Even as investment in the Jewish state continues to go through the roof, there still exist holdouts in the distant
wilds of Scandinavia where investment fund managers are willing to throw us a bone.
8.
Hampshire Students for Justice in Palestine finding a solution to the problem that no one believes
Hampshire College divested from Israel
Despite movies, web sites and speeches declaring that Hampshire is the first college to divest from Israel (which
is true, regardless of the fact that they haven’t actually “divested” from “Israel,”), Hamsphire’s Students for Justice
in Palestine continue to struggle to get anyone to believe what they say. Their current creative workaround is to
simply scream really loudly whenever anyone says something they don’t like.
9.
BDSmovement.net pulling ahead of “Blow Drive Service” (but still behind “BDS Suspension”) on
Google search of “BDS”
It’s taken a few years, but our use of the acronym is starting to take precedent over not just these two arch rival
abbreviations, but also the dreaded “British Dental Service” (who still tends to dominate Google news and blog
hits during the dental exam season).
10.

Jewish Voice for publishing its own Hagaddah

It’s taken some creative effort, but we’ve finally managed to produce something that appalls nearly everyone but
ourselves. Now that’s what I call progress!

JVP Dayenu
Now we reach that part of the service that involves working ourselves into an uncontrollable snit about every slight done
to us that we can fit into these pages. At the end of each complaint, it’s traditional to say Dayenu as an indication that we
blame not just our political enemies, but God him/herself for the fact that others aren’t doing what we say is their only
moral choice.
But just to keep things simple, we’ll stick to the English we should have said enough (which appears in boldface, so you’ll
know when you’re allowed to talk). But we’ll end with the Dayenu song since it’s kind of catchy and gives our petty, personal grievances the air of culture, faith and history and thus provides our words an unearned weightiness.
When the Park Slope Food Coop rejected our boycott appeals by a margin of nearly two to one, which followed similar
rejection of BDS by nearly every coop in the country where it’s been proposed
we should have said enough
When Israel was declared the world’s safest haven for investment, which led to an even greater skyrocketing of investment
in a state we insist should be divested from
we should have said enough
When Johnny Rotten told us to piss off from the stage while playing in the Zionist entity
we should have said enough
When those Jewish fat cats whose meetings we keep interrupting didn’t allow us to win cash prizes in their Jewish Community Heroes campaign
we should have said enough
When President Obama condemned boycotts and divestment from the stage at AIPAC
we should have said enough
When no one noticed when one of us started making a nuisance of herself inside that aforementioned AIPAC meeting
we should have said enough
When people dare to not just hold, but voice an opinion we don’t agree with and don’t cave when we accuse them of muzzling but instead keep pointing out our lack of logic and total ignorance
we should have said enough
When we are not allowed to convince people of our positions by shouting at them through bullhorns or projecting graffiti
on the walls of their events
we should have said enough

When the people we target for divestment campaigns barely take the time to send us form letters telling us to take a hike
we should have said enough
When people challenge us to defend our positions in forums we declare to be all about dialog (before we shut them down
to avoid embarrassment)
we should have said enough
When more celebrities are performing and more people are touristing in Israel than ever before, using the lame excuse that
“it’s a very nice place to visit and please stop bothering me”
we should have said enough
When campuses we’ve been campaigning on for over a decade are falling all over each other to create partnerships with the
very Israeli universities we insist be boycotted
we should have said enough
When those kids in Hebrew school used to make fun of me because of my acne and lisp (both of which have gotten much
better, thank you very much)
we should have said enough
When my parents made me go to Hebrew school in the first place, even though it was at the same time Lost in Space was
on TV
we should have said enough
When the bastards publishing this Hagaddah told me I couldn’t include all seventy-five pages of my perfectly justifiable
complaints against anything that moves
Come on everyone! Where are you going! Join with me and say Enough Already!

Dayenu!

Traditional Dayenu
Ilu hotsi, hotsianu, Hotsianu miMitzrayim, Hotsianu mi Mitzrayim,
Dayenu!

Ilu natan, natan lanu, Natan lanu et haShabbat, Natan lanu et haShabbat,
Dayenu!
Ilu natan, natan lanu, Natan lanu et haTorah, Natan lanu et haTorah,
Dayenu!

Perfect! Don’t change a
thing!

Kadesh: The second cup of wine
Another L’chayim to ourselves
This second glass of wine we also raise to ourselves, and our longing and desire that others will join in solidarity
with us... or at least listen to us ... or at least stop making fun of us.
We’re sensitive, after all. And even if we spend morning, noon and night condemning an entire nation as a
bunch of racist murderers, and hurling accusations of censorship and bad faith at our political enemies, I think
we can all agree that pointing out our hypocrisy and mocking our excesses should be considered beyond the
pale. And so we suck down another glassful as the best means for ensuring we can’t hear what we don’t want to
listen to.

Kadesh: The third cup of wine
L’chayim to the BDS “movement”
And what a movement it is, made all the better because of our involvement in it. Just think for a moment how a
movement born just eleven years ago (although we’re going to pretend it’s only six) has managed to cause almost
$456 in damage to the Israeli economy, with a list of successes so long we won’t even list them. (But take our
word for it, it’s long. Really long! So long it would take too long to list them. So I’m not going to, OK! So stop
asking.)
Where was I? Oh yes, time for my third glass of wine. And it’s going to be a big one this time since we’ve got a
whole lot to celebrate tonight thanks to BDS. Even if Intel just announced massive new investments in the Zionist entity. And even if holiday tourism to Israel shot through the roof this year. And even if more Israeli products are getting onto store shelves and no one is listening to us when we ask them to boycott them.
But we’ve still got... We’ve still got... Oh my God! I’ve wasted my entire adult life in this stupid organization!
What am I doing here! Why am I writing this! Who are you people anyway!

Kadesh: The fourth cup of wine
Another L’chayim to us and our obsessions
Pardon me, but I think I’m going to start out by downing this last glass and then do the blessing.
[Pause, sounds of gurgling and gulping]
Ah, that’s better. Now where was I?
OK, sorry about that last blessing/rant (it was the third glass talking). But why is it always me who has to do all
the work? Whether its sitting in the rain protesting in front of Trader Joe’s while no one pays attention to my wet
cardboard sign, or organizing the next fucking Flash Mob with a bunch of tone deaf nontegenerians who insist
on exposing their midriffs, or writing half this ridiculous Hagaddah just so a bunch of us can pretend we adhere
to a tradition we barely comprehend or completely loath.
I mean what’s the point? What’s the... Oh crap. I think I drank that last cup too quickly.
Out of the way! Out of the way! I’m going to be sick.
[Sound of vomiting and flushing, followed by sounds of loving, respectful caring from a community of comrades and
friends.]

NOTES:
1. Give Syd some time off from this project.
2. Still needs more stuff before/after/between Kadeshes, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four questions
Frog song
Mention of Islamophobia and orientalism
Pictures of suffering Palestinians (or anyone with a headscarf)
More photos of ourselves doing things
Poems
Condemnation of “pinkwashing”
Hebrew letters

